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SLEEK EASY: Luca Lanzetti
in the wide-open, minimal
space he outfi tted for a
client in Lake Point Tower.

THE DRAMATIST >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Known for buzzing around town on his BMW
GS1150 Adventure motorcycle, Luca Lanzetti
is the business-savvy brain and minimalist
Italian tastemaker behind the kitchen showroom
Ernestomeda, which he opened almost two years
ago in the Merchandise Mart (it was the first
one in the United States). Since then, Lanzetti,
who recently scored the kitchen design gig for
Studio Gang’s high-profile Solstice on the Park,
is also training his aesthetic talents on the rest
of the home. And with the opening of another
showroom this spring—the extremely modern,
beyond-sleek Antonio Lupi in the Contemporaine
building—and a handful of full-service projects
under his belt, he’s well on his way to becoming
the consummate curator of beautiful, hard-tofind Italian design lines.
Take the 3,400-square-foot Lake Point
Tower space he recently kitted out for Lana
Dass. It went something like this: After Lanzetti
designed Dass’ kitchen—a fluid, stainless steel
beauty called the Silverbox—the homeowner was
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so smitten, she wanted Ernestomeda’s Barrique
bar on the other end of the long, slender room.
“The project just kept growing,” says Lanzetti,
who is ultimately responsible for the pristine
floors by Graniti Fiandre, the swirling metallic
bathroom tiles, the shimmering gold-and-red
Bizassa glass mosaic column showstopper in
the middle of the room—a perfect visual punch
set off by the sweeping vista of sparkling blue
water through floor-to-ceiling windows—and
almost everything else. “I sent her to Artemide
for lighting, and to Haute Living for furniture,”
he said. When she came back with a cherry-red
Fendi sofa, Lanzetti breathed a sigh of relief. “It’s
such a strong focal point. With the kitchen and
the column, it’s almost like a triangle. And those
points needed to talk.” Spoken like a true Italian
design romantic.
SITTING PRETTY: Lanzetti owns several leather
mesh Arete chairs by Franco Poli for matteograssi
(one of the oldest companies in the design biz).
Available though Luca Lanzetti, LLC, 312.329.0229.
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CURRENT OBSESSIONS Lanzetti wants
this egg-shaped stunner of a sink (3)—the Opium—in
his next house (on the ground floor, since it’s 2,000
pounds). “It’s a ‘wow’ statement piece,” he says. “The
crossing of art and design that I love.” On that note,
Patricia Urquiola’s Dechirer tile (4) from Mutina looks
like embroidery but is made of porcelain—and has
a beautiful, handmade aesthetic. “Nobody’s talking
about this in the U.S.,” he says. “It’s my dream tile.”
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KITCHEN CONFIDENTIAL Lanzetti is
the de facto go-to guy for sleek, forward-thinking
kitchens from Ernestomeda. The kitchen below (7)
is the “Silverbox,” and he floated the center island
off the ground with cylindars to correspond—or as
Lanzetti says, “to have a conversation with”—the
columns throughout the space at Lake Point Tower.
And that hanging silver fixture that looks like ubercool lighting? Get ready for this: It’s the hood!

THE SCOOP Lanzetti and his wife, Grace, love
Scoop Rosenthal dishes (above). “It’s minimal but has
a Japanese feel,” says Lanzetti. “It’s like architecture.”

7. The Silverbox kitchen,
designed by Lanzetti,
Ernestomeda, 222
Merchandise Mart. 8. Flos
Taccia lamp by Achille and
Pier Giacomo Castiglioni,
$2,558, Lightology, 215 W.
Chicago Ave.

2. The Barrique bar, price
varies on configuation and
finishes, Ernestomeda, 222
Merchandise Mart. 3. Opium
sink in Pietra Luna, $25,000,
available at Antonio Lupi,
516 N. Wells St. (opening
in the spring), antoniolupi.
it, 312.479.5632. 4. Dechirer
tile by Patricia Urquiola for
Mutina, mutina.it. 5. Custom
Bisazza mosaic, bisazza.
com. Illuminated Dioscuri
tables by Michele De Lucchi,
price varies by size, from
$151 to $530, Artemide, 223
W. Erie St., 6. Red leather,
“Eros” sofa by Fendi, Haute
Living, 222 W. Kinzie St.
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INSPIRATION For Italian-born Lanzetti, it’s
impossible not to be influenced by his roots. Take
the Taccia lamp (8), which was designed by the
Castiglioni brothers for Flos. “I can find a place for
it anywhere,” he laughs. A reminder of his childhood
on the Mediterranean coast, Lanzetti appreciates
the inspiration behind the design: the fishermen of
Italy who used lampadas to attract fish. “I feel a
connection to my heritage through this lamp.”
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